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ABSTRACT
Specialized operating systems have enjoyed a recent revival driven both by a pressing need to rethink the system software stack in several domains and by the convenience and flexibility that on-demand infrastructure and virtual execution environments offer. Several barriers exist which curtail the widespread adoption of such highly specialized systems, but perhaps the most consequential of them is that these systems are simply difficult to use. In this paper we discuss the challenges faced by specialized OSes, both for HPC and more broadly, and argue that what is needed to make them practically useful is a reasonable development and deployment model that will form the foundation for a kernel ecosystem that allows intrepid developers to discover, experiment with, contribute to, and write programs for available kernel frameworks while safely ignoring complexities such as provisioning, deployment, cross-compilation, and interface compatibility. We argue that such an ecosystem would allow more developers of highly tuned applications to reap the performance benefits of specialized kernels.

1 INTRODUCTION
Several recent trends have prompted a reopening of the discussion on limitations of general-purpose OSes. Increasing hardware heterogeneity [45, 48] poses significant challenges for system software aiming to support a wide array of applications efficiently [32]. An increasing diversity of applications means that a general-purpose OS must be all things to all users, potentially sacrificing well-matched abstractions and mechanisms. Predictable operation and performance, while sometimes detrimental to resilience against exploitation [43], can be very important for certain applications [36], but is often elusive for general-purpose systems [10, 18, 34]. Unmet needs for fine-grained task abstractions [37], e.g. to enable serverless computing [27], have sparked new specialized system designs such as ZygOS [41] and Amazon’s Firecracker VMM.\footnote{This project is made possible by support from the United States National Science Foundation (NSF) via grants CNS-1718252 and CNS-1763612.}

Specialized OSes (SOSes) provide one avenue for addressing these challenges, where here we broadly construe a specialized OS as one tailored for a specific workload or class of workloads. This includes library OSes, Unikernels, and lightweight kernels. While they have been discussed in the literature for many years [2, 6, 8, 33], their recent resurgence is in part due to the availability and ease-of-use of commodity virtualization software and public cloud platforms like Amazon’s AWS and Chameleon [20]. One of the early visions for virtualization technology—namely, practical OS experimentation—is now coming true. There is now a wide array of specialized OSes available today, from kernels designed for the cloud such as OSv [23], Arrakis [39], and Mirage [31] to OS designs to support language and hybrid parallel runtimes [1, 15, 16, 19]. Many efforts focus on extreme scalability at both the intra-node and inter-node level, including Barrellfish [3], Andromeda [44], and Corey [7]. Lightweight kernels (LWKs) specifically designed for raw performance have been around in HPC for more than a decade [13, 21, 28], and the HPC community is now also looking at Unikernels [29], in addition to multi-kernel and co-kernel approaches [4, 12, 38, 47]. Benefits of specialized kernels include their small size, their performance, predictability, and in some cases security. Unikernels and LWKs can make virtualization more attractive, as their execution environment can be more hypervisor-friendly [24].

Despite their benefits, SOSes still face several challenges. The designers must make the decision whether or not the kernel interface will retain POSIX compatibility (or binary compatibility with, e.g. Linux), pick the right abstractions for the target workload(s), and decide on the right level of protection, among other issues. Specialization for its own sake is not necessarily a good idea, and as work in the architecture community shows, striking a good balance between domain-specific design and general-purpose abstractions can pay off [35]. Some of these design points can (and should) be based on foundational principles, but others require experimentation and design iteration.

However, because SOSes often eschew the usual interfaces, and because their build toolchains and supported
hardware vary, they tend to be difficult to use. This difficulty, of course, impedes the progress of OS experimentation and can discourage developers from getting involved in kernel development.

While others have worked toward making the kernels themselves easier to build [42], we contrast the current state of affairs for writing a program for, e.g., a Unikernel, with starting a new cargo project in Rust (with several simple commands, you can easily initialize/build/run your project. Package dependencies, compilation dependencies will be automatically handled by the cargo system)—starting from the outset with ecosystem integration in mind.

We propose a new development model for SOSes which is rooted in the idea of building an ecosystem for OS kernels. Much like the public ecosystems built around container images and virtual machine images have been a boon to those technologies, we believe a sound development model paired with a vibrant kernel ecosystem will not only encourage developers to more actively experiment with specialized OSes and Unikernels, but will also make them a more practically useful tool.

A key research challenge for tools which support such an ecosystem, however—especially for HPC—is the preservation of performance gains given by the SOS.

2 MOTIVATION

While it is easier than it has ever been to build, debug, experiment with, and deploy specialized OSes (e.g., using IaaS clouds, QEMU, IPMI, kgdb, etc.), writing programs for them is often very cumbersome, even when the kernel maintains binary compatibility with a more popular OS. We are currently involved in development of an SOS kernel called Nautilus which is designed to be paired with high-performance, parallel-runtime systems [15, 16]. When writing (or porting) programs for Nautilus, the developer currently has to add invocation hooks into the kernel’s initialization code and manually integrate their code into the kernel build system. This is obviously cumbersome, as it requires developers to modify a kernel codebase and in some cases deal with the intricacies of its build system.

Building and running a program for OSv is simpler. OSv has a convenient tool called Capstan which makes writing and deploying new applications easier.

|$>\text{capstan package init}\$

|--name "java-example"

This command initializes a new Capstan app package in the current directory. Then the user can start writing code for the new program. Once finished, the user can run:

|$>\text{capstan package compose}\$

|--p java-example

This command fuses the application and kernel into a bootable OSv QCOW2 image. To run it, we do the following:

|$>\text{capstan run java-example}\$

|--p qemu --boot default

In addition to the convenience of developing and deploying new apps, OSv also provides scripts to help users tailor, generate, or publish new kernel images to Capstan, Google Cloud Storage, or Amazon AWS. However, there is no way to integrate other specialized OSes, or to use complicated deployment modes as discussed in Section 4. Similar inspiration also comes from Rust. Consider building a program with the Rust programming language. The Rust developers have developed a build tool called cargo which allows programmers to write code in a way that is amenable to testing and release. For example, rather than writing a program and then manually preparing the code for release (e.g., by providing a configure script and integrating with Autotools and the GNU Build System), the Cargo system sets the programmer up from the start for releasing their code and publishing it to an ecosystem of Rust packages. The below shows the series of invocations needed to create, test, and publish a project using this system:

|$>\text{cargo new my-program}\$

|$>\text{cd my-program}\$

...development...

|$>\text{cargo build}\$

|$>\text{cargo test}\$

|$>\text{cargo package}\$

|$>\text{cargo publish}\$

This program could then be run (and performance measured) in a specialized software environment, for example using containers. Our vision is to combine these approaches to promote an ecosystem of specialized OS kernels, where steps above would correspond to writing an application for a specific OS or a component of that OS, and subsequently deploying that OS on virtual or physical hardware. We claim such an ecosystem (and systems to support it) should ideally meet the following requirements.

\footnote{https://www.rust-lang.org/}

\footnote{https://crates.io/}
Discoverability: It should be easy for developers to find kernels which fit their particular needs, for example systems designed for application sandboxing (e.g. Drawbridge [40]), kernels for the cloud (OSv [23]), or kernels for HPC (HermitCore [29], Kitten [28], IHK/McKernel [12], Nautilus [15], mOS [47]). Ideally images would be tagged and searchable. This would look very similar to existing ecosystems for VM disk images (VMware’s virtual appliance marketplace) or container images (Docker Hub).

Ease-of-Use: When using a kernel image, it should not be necessary for the developer to understand kernel internals. Complexities of the build toolchain and deployment should also be abstracted away by default when possible. Advanced users, however, and developers wishing to augment a kernel should be given the option.

Composability: Users should be able to build pipelined workflows using different kernels deployed in different ways. This allows users to build complex functionality out of basic building blocks, where here the building blocks are app/kernel invocations. This presents a challenge because (1) it requires a standard communication substrate and messaging protocol between kernels and (2) the deployment tool must be able to reconcile workflow structure with the specific kernel invocations while maximizing parallelism. For example, one kernel invocation might involve a multi-kernel approach which uses most physical cores on the machine, while another might only use a unikernel on a single physical core. The deployment tool then must play the role of job scheduler. For (1), once the communication mechanisms are decided upon (e.g. IPIs with a page of shared memory), we can force compilation of the kernel with a static library. However, OS developers still must provide hooks into this communication library. For (2), we can leverage prior art on job scheduling in heterogeneous systems and take inspiration from workflow languages, e.g. Swift [46].

Customizability: Advanced developers should have a way to rapidly modify existing parts of a kernel, contribute their own components, test them, and deploy them (much like cargo, as above). We contrast this with the laborious process for building, testing, and deploying a Linux kernel, which is mostly manual.

Performance: Systems involved (e.g. build tools and deployment support runtimes) should have very little performance overhead. This is critically important for HPC applications running in a large-scale environment.

Figure 1 depicts an example of an app/kernel (e.g. Unikernel) development workflow. Kernel images are stored in a publicly searchable catalog (1). A developer then pulls one of these kernels down (2) to begin working on a project. While this might just be one invocation of a build tool, everything necessary to do development for this particular kernel, such as kernel headers, exported symbols, and other configuration and metadata is pulled down transparently for the developer. The developer might specify a particular kernel version or kernel configuration in this invocation (e.g. pull nautilus:infiniband). Once the developer has finished writing the app or kernel component, the build toolchain is invoked to perform any necessary app + kernel compilation and linking (3). This might only be necessary if using a kernel that does not include support for separately compiled code and dynamic linking. Once this is complete, the user can deploy the combination in a variety of ways (4). We discuss these deployment modes in more detail in Section 4. The output of one kernel invocation can be composed with another to enable pipeline-oriented workflows (5).

In addition to being able to pull existing kernel versions or configurations, developers should be able to create their own (e.g. forks of existing images) either by changing configurations or modifying the kernel code directly. Once created they can be published in the public...
catalog using the build tool (again, much like cargo publish). Mechanisms for easing the pain of debugging kernel code (e.g., automatic linking of gdb stubs, IPMI/Redfish integration, and serial console support) should be available as well.

3 DIVER

Driven by the requirements in Section 2, we developed Diver, a prototype development, compilation, and deployment toolchain which aims to help users discover kernel images, develop and deploy new applications, and tailor and publish new kernel images.

Diver is a client-side tool which works in a similar fashion to Cargo and Capstan, and which implements a specialized kernel workflow as shown in Figure 1. It can be used to search for kernels by tags based on users’ needs from a catalog server. Once the kernel name is known, it can be used to fetch the target kernel image. Diver can also initiate an app/runtime development environment based on the particular kernel. Diver automatically generates a Makefile template for the new app, and downloads all necessary kernel files like headers, symbol tables, and bootloader configurations. When users are finished with development, Diver can help build and boot the app using different deployment modes.

Diver also supports uploading new kernel images to a catalog server. Kernel publishers must follow Diver’s requirements, providing necessary scripts for generating kernel images, configuring kernels, testing, and deploying applications. One of our primary goals with Diver is to develop standard interfaces for development/management tools aimed at specialized OSes. We take build and deployment tools like Capstan and Cargo as inspiration and strive to ease unnecessary burdens from developers and users of these systems.

Figure 2 depicts a workflow using Diver. The user first creates a development environment. They can then create an app/kernel combination (which we call a “net”) using diver build. Finally, the user can deploy the net using a chosen mode (in this case a partitioned VM) with the “dive” command. While Diver currently supports just Nautilus and OSv, we plan to extend it to other specialized OSes. Our Diver prototype and its code will be freely available when this paper is published.

4 INTEGRATING DEPLOYMENT MODES

Once a specialized kernel is built and made ready to boot (paired with an application or runtime system), the user then must choose how to run (deploy) it. Existing tools simply launch the SOS in a VM, but for HPC systems, which might involve complex multi-kernel environments, a simple VM-based deployment may not be sufficient. We thus must support different ways of using the underlying hardware. When deploying with Diver, our goal is to hide as much of this complexity as possible by default, but allow advanced users to customize the deployment. For example, we put in place a sane default deployment mode (e.g., fully virtualized), but the user can choose a different mode for each app/kernel invocation. Users will also be able to customize options for machine configuration. For example, in a virtualized deployment mode, users can choose attached devices, pass-through configurations, virtual disks, console options, etc. This will be very similar to libvirt invocations (e.g., with virsh). With native deployment modes, users will be able to specify resource partitioning (e.g., physical core distribution, physical memory map, shared address space layout, etc.).

Figure 1(4) shows three possible modes of deployment. We now describe these modes and outline how Diver integrates with them.

4.1 Fully Virtualized

This deployment mode (left side of Figure 1(4)) puts the specialized OS and app combination in its own virtual machine. This is the most common model that many specialized kernels support, especially Unikernels, which are designed with paravirtualization (i.e., only virtio device drivers) in mind. Our current Diver prototype supports this model. Invocations are similar to libvirt tools, and the backend hypervisor can be configured, e.g., gemu [5, 22] or Palacios [28]. To support this deployment mode, the specialized OS need only support automatic shutdown (i.e., a kernel bootup, application invocation, kernel shutdown sequence rather than an always-on mode.
of operation). This will ensure that several kernel invocations can be composed properly. Ideally the kernel would also support debugging stubs for integration with Diver.

### 4.2 Partitioned VMs

In this mode (middle portion of Figure 1(4)), a virtual machine is space-partitioned between two operating systems. One is a general-purpose OS (GPOS in the figure) such as Linux. This OS serves the role of fielding forwarded requests for functionality not supported by the specialized OS. For example, a Unikernel with no filesystem support might forward syscalls to the GPOS to be serviced. This also gives the specialized kernel a way to use devices while relying on the device drivers of the GPOS (much like a Dom0 VM in Xen). Libra [1] first used this mode for a JVM-specific kernel. Unlike a Dom0 setup, however, the virtual cores and memory of the VM are space-shared between the OSes. This gives an opportunity for more efficient communication and interesting superpositions of OS state. We previously explored this mode using Hybrid Virtual Machines (HVM), which allowed us to share portions of the virtual address space between kernels and run a user program in a split execution environment between the kernels [16]. Namely, the "high-half" (kernel) of the address space are distinct, and the "low-half" (user) of the address space is shared. A runtime system called Multiverse [17] paired with an HVM allows legacy parallel programs (for Linux) to be automatically transformed to work with this model.

This type of deployment mode requires paravirtual support (hypercalls) for communication between kernels, and if state superpositions are to be supported, special handling for them.

---

**Figure 3:** Language shootout benchmark performance with Racket runtime running native, in a virtual machine, and a VM split between two OSes (using Multiverse).

**Figure 4:** Histograms representing syscall invocation trace for memcached and bzip2.

As we pointed out in Section 2, underlying deployment modes should not introduce significant overheads for systems booted with Diver. Figure 3 shows a performance comparison for the The Language Benchmarks Game for the Racket language on an 8-core AMD system. Here we compare the performance of the benchmarks running on Linux, running on a Linux VM, and a running on a version of the Racket runtime system that has automatically been ported to the partitioned VM mode using Multiverse. There is little overhead (on the order of a few thousand cycles), and this arises due to forwarding between kernels. In general, an application or runtime’s heavy reliance on the legacy (e.g. Linux) ABI will increase the number of these forwarded events, and will thus affect performance. As an example, Figure 4 shows a breakdown of a system call trace for memcached (a) and bzip2 (b). Memcached does has a more varied distribution of syscalls, but fewer instances of these invocations. This indicates that forwarding overhead would be minimal for this deployment mode. Bzip2, however, has several hundred thousand invocations of read() and write(). This benchmark invocation runs for about two minutes, which means that the overall performance may still be acceptable depending on forwarding overheads (usually on the order of 1000 µsec for efficient shared memory communication). A more complete analysis of forwarding events for this type of deployment (specifically for scientific workloads) can be found in [14]. While the performance of the underlying deployment mode is somewhat orthogonal to Diver itself, we must ensure that Diver does not introduce any further overheads, e.g. by scheduling kernel invocations on top of one another, or by introducing interference by space-sharing the machine inappropriately.

Based on the observation from our syscall breakdown experiments, here we argue that one of the important use cases of this partitioned VM model is incremental
porting of legacy programs. Porting existing applications from Linux to another OS that is not ABI compatible with Linux requires huge engineering effort. With the help of this partitioned VM model, developers are able to selectively rewrite the code related to those syscalls of the biggest concern in terms of performance (e.g. epoll_wait in Figure 4 (a)).

4.3 Partitioned Hardware
This mode (right side of Figure 1(4)) is similar to the one discussed in the previous section, but allows the cores, memory, and devices of the physical hardware to be partitioned between a GPOS and a specialized kernel. Lange et al. explored this model using the Pisces Co-kernel architecture [38] and the XEMEM system for efficiently sharing memory between kernels [25]. These systems help to support efficient, in-node application composition [9, 26]. The main requirement with this mode is that the GPOS must support offlining cores, and the specialized OS must support bootup in a special software environment. Both kernels in this mode must have some mechanism for inter-kernel communication and memory sharing. Hardware for core isolation (as in on the Blue Gene/L [11]) makes things easier.

5 CHALLENGES AND FUTURE WORK
While we have an existing prototype, realizing the ambitious vision laid out in Section 2 will involve addressing several challenges. First, we must integrate the more complex (partitioned) deployment modes into Diver. We must also add support for more specialized kernels, such as IHK/McKernel and HermitCore. An ultimate goal is to develop standard features and interfaces that kernels must implement to fit in with the Diver system. Supporting efficient composition of app/kernel invocations (e.g., piping the output of one or several app/kernel invocation to another as shown in Figure 1(5)), where both the app/kernel combination and the deployment mode may vary, also presents a challenge. We also plan to extend the deployment model to include support for heterogeneous systems with various accelerators and devices.

6 RELATED WORK
UniK\footnote{https://github.com/solo-io/unik} from solo.io is the only tool we are aware of that is similar to Diver. It serves as a glue between user applications and unikernels. UniK helps to compile application source code into a unikernel (using lightweight bootable disk images) and lightweight virtual machines rather than traditional application binaries. It utilizes a simple Docker-like command line interface, making building unikernels as easy as building containers. UniK runs and manages instances of compiled images across a variety of cloud providers as well as locally using VMs.

Unlike Diver, however, UniK is primarily focused on cloud environments. The following are some major differences. (1) Performance is not the primary concern for UniK. It only supports running the application in a VM (either on cloud or locally). Diver supports three different deployment models to allow the user to make tradeoffs between performance and flexibility. (2) UniK does not consider the composition of multiple kernel/app combinations. (3) UniK focuses on the compilation (image generation) process. It does not help in setting up a sane development environment for the user, which includes searching for and downloading necessary unikernel header files and preparing a default build toolchain.

EbbRT is a framework for building per-application library operating systems [42]. It consists of a set of components called Elastic Building Blocks (Ebbs) that developers can extend, replace, or discard to construct and deploy a particular application. EbbRT provides an event-driven execution environment and a minimal abstraction over the hardware, allowing applications to directly interact with hardware resources. EbbRT splits applications across both specialized and general-purpose OSes. Thus, functionality (such as system calls) can be offloaded. With this replaceable and modularized Elastic Building Blocks design, EbbRT makes libOSes easier to build. However, EbbRT does not target other types of SOSes (e.g. lightweight kernels), and does not consider different split execution environments. Furthermore, they do not consider kernel discovery or kernel composition.

Jitsu [30] is a system for securely managing multi-tenant networked applications on embedded infrastructure. Jitsu is similar to Diver in that they both helps to run and manage unikernels in VMs, but they do not consider disparate kernels or complex deployment modes.

7 CONCLUSIONS
Both pressing needs for rethinking the software stack and the widespread availability of virtual, on-demand infrastructure have led to a resurgence of specialized operating systems. We argue that now is the time to begin building ecosystems for these SOSes to encourage experimentation and design iteration. We discussed requirements that we believe tools to support this ecosystem should meet, and we presented a prototype of such a tool called Diver which we hope will be a step towards a specialized OS ecosystem. While Diver currently supports deploying
SOEs on virtual infrastructure, we plan to extend the toolchain to support more non-traditional deployment modes including physically partitioned hardware and partitioned virtual machine environments. We further plan to explore coordination between kernel invocations which utilize different deployment modes.
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